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Original scientific paper 

Abstract: In order to design and construct the didactic experimental device 

for measuring the thermal conductivity of metals, first the numerical 

modelling approach was applied. The numerical modelling was performed 

by implementing both the finite element method for transient heat flow and 

Python programming language. The conceptual design of device was 

confirmed based on the numerical results of thermal conductivity for three 

different metals (carbon steel, copper and aluminium). The didactic 

experimental device was constructed and tested by measuring the thermal 

conductivity of test specimens made of carbon steel, copper and aluminium. 

The experimental device proved to be easy to use and practical for 

educational purposes. The analysis of experimental results, together with 

the comparison of numerical and experimental results, have showed that the 

numerical model generally overestimates the rate of change of thermal 

conductivity. Finally, the reliability of experimental device still has to be 

confirmed by testing the certified material with known thermal 

conductivity. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
As a part of laboratory educational activities, devoted to 

implementation of practical sciences, an experimental 

device for measuring thermal conductivity of metals is 

constructed. Other authors have also researched and 

constructed similar devices for measuring thermal 

conductivity of different materials [1], ceramic coatings 

[2], insulating materials [3], etc. Although such apparatus 

can be easily purchased, the “in-house” designed and 

constructed experimental device can give students better 

theoretical and practical insights on thermal conductivity. 

Different specific requirements have been defined in 

order to optimise design and to construct the device to be 

as simple as possible. However, in this paper attention is 

given on the feasibility of the experimental device in 

measuring the value of thermal conductivity of different 

metals. 

In order to identify the operating parameters of the 

experimental device, first the numerical modelling 

approach is applied. This has included the 

implementation of a finite element method for transient 

heat flow [4], and the development of an “in-house” 

numerical code written in the Python programming 

language [5]. The generated numerical results on thermal 

conductivity of carbon steel, copper and aluminium are 

presented, while the influence of operating parameters on 

the numerical results have already been discussed in the 

previous publication [6]. Based on the proposed model 

and numerical results, the experimental device for 

measuring thermal conductivity of metals is constructed. 

The functionality and accuracy of experimental device 

are tested and presented by measuring the thermal 

conductivity of three test specimens made of carbon 

steel, copper and aluminium. Measured results are 

compared with the average values of thermal 

conductivity of respective metals, and also with the 

numerically obtained results. 

Based on the achieved results, the experimental device 

for measuring thermal conductivity proved to be a 

valuable model for educational purposes. 

 

2. Conceptual design 
The experimental device for measuring thermal 

conductivity of metals is designed as cylindrical chamber 

having 50 mm thick layer of thermal insulation, shielded 

by 2 mm thick SAE 304 stainless steel (Figure 1). As 

thermal insulation, a calcium silicate ( = 0,12 W/(mK) 

@ 200°C) is selected. The test specimens for measuring 

thermal conductivity of metals were cylindrical in shape, 

50 mm in diameter and 100 mm in length. 

As a heat source, an electric resistance heater is located 

at the warm forehead of the test specimen. The heater is 

assumed as cylindrical in shape, with uniform heat 

distribution. The power of heater can be regulated from 0 

to 60 W. A cooling chamber is attached at the cold 

forehead (heat sink). The cooling chamber is made of 

aluminium, and it was designed as a heat exchanger with 

fins in order to generate labyrinth flow and to increase 

the heat exchange between the cooling water and the 

specimen cold forehead (Figure 1). In order to maintain 

the controllable circulation of water, the system is 

equipped with the circulation pump with the variable 

flow.  
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Symbols 

t - relative temperature, °C  Greek letters 

k 
- thermal conductivity of material, 

W/mK 
ρ - density of material, kg/m3 

T - absolute temperature, K  
- thermal conductivity of material, 

W/mK 

c 
- specific heat capacity of material, 

J/kgK 
 Subscripts 

h 
- convective heat transfer coefficient, 

W/m2K 
1 - hot side of test specimen 

A - area, m2 2 - cold side of test specimen 

T - absolute temperature, K s - surface 

l - distance, m  - infinity 

 

 
Figure 1.  Experimental device for measuring thermal conductivity of metals – conceptual design 

 

The circulating water is in the direct contact with the 

specimen forehead. So as to avoid the conductive heat 

transfer, the gap of 0,5 mm is assumed between the fins 

of the cooling chamber and the cold forehead. 

 
Figure 2.  Experimental device for measuring thermal 

conductivity of metals – schematic view 

 

The temperature difference between two foreheads (t1-t2) 

is measured at the distance l, which is nearly the length 

of the test specimen (Figure 2). Since the test specimen 

is surrounded by the thick layer of thermal insulation, it 

is estimated that the heat generated by electric resistance 

heater (Egen) will mainly flow along the specimen length. 

Some of the heat will be lost, for heating the thermal 

insulation and due to the heat flow through the thermal 

insulation. Since the heat will be continuously removed 

from the cold forehead (Qwater), after some time the heat 

transfer will reach nearly stationary state. At that point, 

when the temperature difference (t1-t2) remains nearly 

constant, the value of thermal conductivity (kmetal) can be 

finally quantified. Radiative heat transfer is neglected 

due to the specific design of the experimental device, and 

the expected low temperature level of the surface of 

shielding stainless steel. 

 

3. Numerical model and results 

3.1. Numerical model 

Numerical model is developed based on the proposed 

design and geometry of the physical model. The 

numerical grid is defined within the 2D area of numerical 

analysis, which is represented by one half of the 
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longitudinal section (Figure 3), having dimensions 160 × 

75 mm. The numerical grid is uniform, comprised of 16 

× 12 cells, while the size of each cell is 10 × 6,25 mm. 

The additional analysis on sensitivity of the numerical 

results on grid density can be found in the previous 

publication [6], where the numerical grid was comprised 

of 32 × 24 cells and with cell size of 5 × 3,125 mm. 

 
Figure 3.  Numerical geometry 

 

Although the numerical grid is two-dimensional, the 

calculation of heat flows includes the cross section area 

of the physical model along the symmetry axis. The heat 

transfer considers the conduction through the test 

specimen and the thermal insulation. The following 

conduction coefficients are assumed: 

- k_g = 100 W/mK for electric heater 

- k_ms = 52 W/mK for carbon steel specimen 

- k_mc = 390 W/mK for copper specimen 

- k_ma = 190 W/mK for aluminium specimen 

- k_i = 0,12 W/mK for thermal insulation 

 

The above values, together with densities and specific 

heat capacities, were considered as constants within the 

operating temperature range. With this assumption the 

numerical model is simplified, which to some extent can 

affect the numerical results. However, due to the specific 

purpose of this numerical model, a certain level of 

inaccuracy of the results is considered acceptable. 

 
Figure 4.  Numerical grid and nods 

 

The boundary conditions include the convection heat 

flow between the thermal insulation wall and the 

surrounding air, where the convective heat transfer 

coefficient h_ai = 6 W/m2K is used (Figure 4). The 

convection heat flow between the cold forehead and 

cooling water is dependent on the value of convective 

heat transfer coefficient h_wm. Based on the selected 

volume flow of cooling water, the convective heat 

transfer coefficient is calculated as 2.622 W/m2K. 

Heat balance for each numerical cell (i, j) is based on the 

conductive (qk) and the convective heat transfer (qh) 

from/to adjacent numerical cell and the internally 

generated heat (qheater) (Figure 5). The heat flow 

perpendicular to the symmetry line is assumed zero. 

The equation for Fourier’s law of two-dimensional heat 

conduction with heat generation can be written as [4]: 
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The general relation for Newton’s law of heat convection 

can be written as [4]: 

 

Q̇
conv

=h∙As ∙ (Ts-T∞)                 (2) 

 

 
Figure 5.  Numerical cell – heat balance 

 

The governing equations include the heat balance of each 

cell where the sum of the conductive and the convective 

heat transfer, together with the internally generated heat, 

give the rate of total energy change. The calculations are 

time dependent, where each iteration considers the 

calculations of physical values at the specific time step. 

Detailed overview of governing equations and numerical 

parameters used, can be found in the previous publication 

[6]. 

 

3.2. Numerical results 

The numerical simulations are undertaken in order to 

evaluate the validity of the proposed design of the 

experimental device for measuring thermal conductivity 

od metals. The resulting values of thermal conductivity 

for carbon steel, copper and aluminium are compared 

with their standard values for the specific temperature 
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range. The maximum duration of numerical simulations 

was limited to 1800 s, while the power of electric heater 

was selected at 60 W. 

 
Figure 6.  Numerical results – thermal conductivity of carbon 

steel 

 
Figure 7.  Numerical results - thermal conductivity of copper 

 

Figure 6 shows the values of numerically calculated 

thermal conductivity for carbon steel as a function of 

time. At very beginning of the numerical simulation, as 

the temperature difference of foreheads is increasing, the 

value of thermal conductivity rapidly reduces. After 

some 500 s, the rate of change of thermal conductivity 

reduces, slowly converging to its standard value of 52 

W/mK. After 1800 s, nearly stationary state is achieved 

with insignificant increase in temperature difference 

between the foreheads of the carbon steel test specimen. 

The final value of calculated thermal conductivity is 

almost equal to the standard value for carbon steel of 52 

W/mK. 

Figure 7 shows the rate of change of numerically 

calculated thermal conductivity for copper during the 

duration of numerical experiment, while Figure 8 shows 

the same for the aluminium test specimen. The same 

trends, as in case of carbon steel, can be noticed for the 

copper and aluminium test specimens, where after some 

500 s the value of thermal conductivity slowly converges 

to its standard value of 390 W/mK and 190 W/mK 

respectively. 

 
Figure 8.  Numerical results - thermal conductivity of 

aluminium 

 

However, compered to carbon steel, thermal conductivity 

of copper reduces slightly slower by time. This is due to 

the higher value of thermal diffusivity of copper (114,11 

 10-6 m2/s) compared to the thermal diffusivity of carbon 

steel (13,66  10-6 m2/s). For aluminium this effect is less 

evident, as the thermal diffusivity of aluminium was 

78,19  10-6 m2/s. It can be concluded that the rate of 

transfer of heat from the hot end to the cold end of the 

test specimen affects the rate of change of thermal 

conductivity primarily in the early stages of experiment. 

After some 500 s, thermal diffusivity shows insignificant 

effect on thermal conductivity of the test specimens. 

 

4.  Experimental device and results 

4.1. Experimental device 

The final design of the experimental device for 

measuring thermal conductivity is presented in Figure 9. 

The overall dimensions of the device are 450  300  700 

mm (w  d  h). The electrical heater is placed at the 

bottom of the main chamber, while the cooler is placed 

on the top. The cylindrical test specimen is placed 

between the heater and the cooler, being in direct contact 

with the source and sink of heat. The cooler is supplied 

with fresh tap water of constant temperature. 

Three test specimens, made of carbon steel, copper and 

aluminium, were especially prepared to fit the 

experimental device (cylinders,  50 mm  100 mm). 

The values of thermal conductivity of the test specimens 

are defined based on the average values for the selected 

materials as found in the literature. For placing 

temperature probes, two opening are made on the side 

surface of each cylinder, near the bottom and the top. The 

openings are located at distance of 82 mm. Temperature 

measurement is performed using two Pt100 temperature 

probes connected to MAX31865 Pt100 RTD module. 

The accuracy of the temperature probes is  0,5°C. 

Heater was made as a cylindrical aluminium block ( 50 

mm  25 mm) with radially inserted five cylindrical 

electrical heaters ( 6 mm  20 mm) with the total power 
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of 60 W. The power of the electric heater can be regulated 

from 0 to 60 W using a SSR relay (SSR-25 DD 25A DC-

DC Solid State Relay 5V-60VDC output) and a 

potentiometer that controls the heater's operating time. 

The supply voltage of the heater is 12 V. The 

measurement of the power is indirectly enabled by 

current measurement, using an YHDC Hall Split core 

current sensor. The accuracy of measurement is  1 %. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Experimental device for measuring thermal 

conductivity 

 

The main chamber ( 170 mm  175 mm) is made of 2,8 

mm thick SAE 304 stainless steel. Calcium silicate ( = 

0,12 W/(mK) @ 200°C) is used as thermal insulation. 

The thickness of insulation is 50 mm while its density is 

300 kg/m3. 

The cooler is made from cylindrical aluminium block. 

The fins inside the cooler are specifically arranged in 

order to generate labyrinth flow of the water and to 

increase the heat exchange between the cooling water and 

the specimen cold forehead. The water inlet and outlet 

are placed on the top of the cooler. Water supplied to the 

cooler is used directly from the tap. The water flow can 

be regulated by the valve, while the flow rate is measured 

by a water flow sensor FS300A G3/4”. The water flow 

can be varied from 0 to 6 litres/min, which directly affects 

the value of convective heat transfer coefficient (based 

on calculations, from 0 to 16.000 W/m2K). 

Control unit is based on microprocessor technology 

(microcontroller Arduino Mega 2560). The control unit 

enables the storage of data measured by the electricity 

current sensors, temperatures, the flow of cooling water 

and the position of the potentiometer for regulating the 

power of the heater. It is connected to a computer via an 

USB cable, where using the Python programme, the data 

read from the sensor are displayed in a diagram on the 

computer screen and stored in a csv file. 

 

4.2. Experimental results 

The measurements of thermal conductivity were 

conducted using the power of electric heater of 60 W, 

while the volume flow of cooling water was 3 litres/min. 

Based on the geometry of the cooler and selected volume 

flow, calculated value for convective heat transfer 

coefficient was around 2.622 W/m2K. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Experimental results – carbon steel 

 

The measurement of main physical parameters in case of 

carbon steel is presented in Figure 10. Although the 

numerical experiments showed that the time scale of 

1800 s (30 minutes) was sufficient for reaching the 

stationary state, in case of the physical experiments the 

duration of measurement was extended to more than 60 

minutes. In Figure 10. it can be seen the rate of increase 

of the temperatures measured on the hot and the cold side 

of the test specimen. By the end of the experiment, after 

60 minutes, the temperature on the hot side has reached 

some 99°C, while on the cold side it has reached 59°C, 

resulting in temperature difference of 40°C. The graph 

shows that the temperatures on the hot and the cold side 

did not reach the constant values, which applies to the 

temperature difference as well. Thus, the presented data 

for carbon steel do not represent the stationary state and 

further measurement is required. It can be seen that the 

value of thermal conductivity has decreased significantly 

until the tenth minute of the experiment, after which it 

slowly converged to the standard value. Although at the 

beginning carbon steel has showed high rate of change of 

thermal conductivity, at the end of experiment the value 

of measured thermal conductivity (67,55 W/mK) was 

around 30% higher compared to the standard value (52 

W/mK). 

The measurement for copper test specimen is presented 

in Figure 11. By the end of experiment, the temperature 

on the hot side has reached some 61°C, while on the cold 

side it has reached 54°C, resulting in temperature 

difference of 7°C. Compared to carbon steel, the 

temperatures on the hot and the cold side have almost 

reached the constant values after 60 minutes, suggesting 
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that materials with higher thermal conductivity need less 

time for obtaining the stationary state. The value of 

thermal conductivity has decreased slower compared to 

carbon steel, due to the higher value of thermal 

diffusivity of copper. However, at the end of experiment, 

after 60 minutes, the value of measured thermal 

conductivity (423 W/mK) was around 8,5 % higher 

compared to the standard value (390 W/mK). 

 

 
Figure 11.  Experimental results - copper 

 

 
Figure 12.  Experimental results - aluminium 

 

Figure 12. presents the results for the aluminium test 

specimen. By the end of the experiment, the temperature 

on the hot side has reached some 57,5°C, while on the 

cold side it has reached 43,7°C, resulting in temperature 

difference of 13,8°C. In this case the temperatures on the 

hot and the cold side did not reach the constant values 

after 60 minutes, suggesting that further measurement is 

required in order to obtain the stationary state. The value 

of thermal conductivity has decreased slower compared 

to carbon steel but faster compared to copper, due to the 

intermediate value of thermal diffusivity of aluminium in 

relation to carbon steel and copper. At the end of 

experiment, the value of measured thermal conductivity 

(198,5 W/mK) was around 4,5 % higher compared to the 

standard value (190 W/mK). 

Although it was expected that the discrepancy between 

the measured and standard value of thermal conductivity 

will be the smallest for copper, the results suggest that, 

apart from the thermal conductivity, the thermal 

diffusivity, density, specific heat capacity and other 

physical properties should be also considered. 

Furthermore, the specific technological processes of the 

metal production have to be taken into account as well. 

 

 
Figure 13.  Comparison of experimental and numerical results 

 

Figure 13. gives the overview of measured and 

numerically calculated thermal conductivity of carbon 

steel, copper and aluminium, and their relation to the 

standard values of thermal conductivity. Significant 

discrepancies are noticeable between numerically and 

experimentally obtained results suggesting that the 

existing numerical model underestimates the physical 

processes involved. This can be due to certain 

simplifications of the numerical approach, but also due to 

the physical properties of metals which could not be 

quantified in the numerical code. This can include the 

variability of metal structure due to machining and heat 

treatment of test specimens, and the variability of metal 

properties within the volume of the test specimen. It can 

be seen from Figure 13. that materials with higher 

conductivity exhibit more "noise" when measuring 

thermal conductivity due to the relatively smaller 

temperature difference and limited precision of 

temperature measurement. Finally, since the only 

purpose of the numerical code was to confirm the validity 

of the chosen approach in designing the experimental 

device for measuring the thermal conductivity, the 

numerical code will not be further developed. 

 

5. Conclusions 
The presented numerical analysis proved to be very 

useful tool in analysing the performance of theoretical 

experimental device for measuring thermal conductivity 

of metals, and for confirming the validity of the proposed 

conceptual design. The knowledge gained from the 

numerical analysis has been applied during the 

construction of the experimental device. The 

performance of the experimental device has met the 

expectations and it is already in use for educational 

purposes. 

In order to reduce the influence of thermal resistance, due 

to surface roughness and oxide layer formed on the 

surface of the metal, further analysis will include the 
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application of a thermal paste on the contact surfaces 

between the test specimen and the heater and the cooler. 

The additional possible improvement can include the use 

of smaller temperature sensors and thus the smaller 

openings for inserting the sensors into the test specimen, 

in order to minimise the influence of thermal resistance 

of air. 

Finally, the future perspectives will include the 

measurement of thermal conductivity of certified test 

samples in order to confirm the reliability of the 

experimental device for measuring thermal conductivity 

of metals. 
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